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INFORMATION DESIGN ASPECTS OF THE
LONDON UNDERGROUND MAP
By M. A. C. Horne FRSA FCILT MIRO

The London Underground Diagram was never designed. It is the product both of a small number of major design changes imposed upon onceindifferent mapping origins and a constant stream of evolutionary changes, not all of which have been successful (many – but not all – of the
less successful changes have been discarded, and perhaps some of the better ones too). The lack of clear design criteria for the diagram may be
responsible for otherwise inexplicable changes, especially with modern purchasing practice working against consistency of input by the design
houses that are physically responsible for the changes made.
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INTRODUCTION
The proposition that the Underground Diagram is the product
largely of evolution invites the question as to what kind of
map, or diagram was at the beginning of this evolutionary
process. This question is inevitably fraught with difficulty.
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its own — they would hardly wish to draw undue attention to
competition.
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Before the geometric diagram format was introduced in the
1930s, all Underground maps were geographically based, as
were virtually all other railway maps. Generally speaking each
individual railway company showed its own lines clearly and
boldly laid out in relation to geographical features appropriate
to the scale used and the size of the map. A map showing
lines across the whole of Britain would obviously show far less
detail than one at the same size showing just a part of London.
It was usual for a railway to show all lines over which it ran its
own trains as though it owned the lines concerned (even if it
didn’t) but recognising that through tickets were sold for connecting journeys it was common to show all ‘foreign’ railways
within the chosen map area, but very much less distinctly than
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In the early Edwardian era, local London railways were fairly
densely provided and it was convenient to show the railways
superimposed on a street pattern; by this means it was possible to show where the stations were in relation to the local
area. This was probably regarded by railway users as a helpful
feature since it not only guided customers to a suitable station
at the beginning of a journey, but helped guide them to their
ultimate destination at the end. The size and scale of map
adopted would dictate whether all streets would be shown, or
only the main thoroughfares. Of course, as the network grew
and map scales were necessarily reduced to contain the size
of the image, it became impractical to show the streets in a
meaningful way on anything as small as the modern Underground diagram.
A great multiplicity of maps was produced. For example the
District Railway produced a detailed map of its system which
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opened out to about 4ft square, as the perceived need to show
all streets within its large network area made it impractical to
do so on a smaller piece of paper. The map would have been
fine for use in a gentleman’s library but was surely useless as a
travelling companion. Perhaps for this reason the District also
produced much smaller maps that showed only basic street
detail and clipped off the extremities of the network to get everything on a sensibly sized piece of paper (about 18 inches
wide, and 12 high).
EARLY MAPS
Before dealing with any specific maps, it is important to explain the ownership structure of the railways in London around
1905, for there was then no such thing as the London Underground.
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The history of the Underground ‘Map’ is wrapped up in the
way these entities coalesced. Of great importance was the existence of another company that ran no railways on its own account. This was the Underground Electric Railways Company
of London Ltd (UERL), established to finance various local railway schemes. By 1905 it was in practical control of the District, Bakerloo, Piccadilly and Hampstead schemes, but had
nothing to do with any of the others. At first the UERL’s only
operational railway was the District. This entity continued to
promulgate its miniature and large-scale maps already referred
to. The miniature map showed its own lines in bold red and
other lines (including those under construction) in grey, where
they were barely detectable from the street pattern. However,
no doubt under pressure from the UERL, when the associated
tube lines opened these were shown in red as well. In fact the
Metropolitan (which had previously been shown on the District
map as the services partly interworked) was removed and the
tubes now provided a directly competitive service.
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There were ten main line railways that served London, each
having their own terminal station and only one of which (the
North London) was in any sense a London local railway,
though some of the others provided extensive local services in
parts of London. There were then the Metropolitan, District
and East London Railways that provided services within London and were underground; the first two were being electrified. In addition there were the new deep level electric tube
railways that criss-crossed central London. These were the City
& South London, Waterloo & City, Central London and Great
Northern & City Railways, which had all come into service by
1904, and the Baker Street & Waterloo (the Bakerloo), Great
Northern, Piccadilly & Brompton (the Piccadilly) and the Charing
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Cross, Euston & Hampstead (the Hampstead) which were
about to open. Each one of these had been separately promoted and were independent legal entities. Each produced
their own maps and publicity.

The District map of 1906 was mere adaptation to new circumstances, though it is of interest in showing entirely unconnected railways as part of an apparently coherent network that
excluded much mention of anyone else’s facilities.
For the purposes of this article the earliest item that could usefully be described as an Underground Map would probably
date from around 1905-6. The cause was the need to promote
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Figure 1.
The map on the left is part of the District’s Miniature Map (8th Edn) of
1906, now omitting mention of the Metropolitan but showing the associated
tube lines. All other railways are shown in grey on the street base.

The objective was to make prominent the UERL lines to the
exclusion of others by showing them in red, denoting common
ownership and thus following existing cartographic practice for
railway maps. Little attempt was made to differentiate one line
from another. It may be noted that the street base has been
simplified compared with the District Railway map, which appears highly cluttered by comparison. This consolidation of
separate lines to portray them as a network
might perhaps be regarded as the first
stage of the development of the Underground Map, with a
1906 example given to
the left (Fig 2).
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the three new UERL tube lines and although specific maps
were produced for the opening of each line in general there
may be seen a coherent series that promoted all of them (including the District) together with the interconnections between them.
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It was the interconnection possibilities that produced the appearance of a coherent network – perhaps not yet fully appreciated as the vital marketing tool it later became — though in
practice the lines were quite separate operations.
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Fig. 2

All the stations are
shown in the same
way (as small circular
blobs) and there is no
distinction
between
those that are interchanges between two
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lines (Embankment, Piccadilly Circus and Leicester Square) and
those that are not, the principle intention is to show where stations were. The ability to interchange is somewhat implied by
the way the lines cross each other; interchange facilities were
in fact provided at these stations but are not referred to anywhere in the map (interchange facilities were, though, explained elsewhere, including in the text on the reverse of some
maps). Interchanges with other railways are left ambiguous –
the Holborn to British Museum interchange involved a walk at
street level between buildings a hundred yards apart, but at
Oxford Circus (shown the same way on the map) convenient
interchange at low level was available. It should just be mentioned the red lines shown broken on the map indicate lines
still unfinished and they would not otherwise be shown differently.
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Two issues now need an airing. The first was that the tube
lines were physically separate from each other and the District;
cartographic practice was to show railways by common ownership and not to worry about train service patterns but this
was unhelpful in the current context. The second issue was
that it was soon discovered that the value of the network was
greater than the sum of the parts and that interchange facilities
were very important. The existing maps were not good at portraying all this. It seems that a solution was not promulgated
by the UERL at all, but by the Evening News. This enterprising
newspaper produced in 1907 a coloured map (Fig. 3) of all the
various deep-level Underground electric railways in London,
ignoring ownership altogether. Each individual line was shown
in a different colour, which accurately reflected the different
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Fig. 3

service groups since on any one line all trains operated from
one end of the line to the other. Other railways were shown in
grey on the base printing plate carrying the main roads; this
included the District and Metropolitan Railways, though they
were shown very slightly more prominently. Incidentally, this
was as far as can be ascertained, not just the first UK map to
use colour in this way but preceded its adoption elsewhere in
the World by many years though many foreign ‘Metro’ systems
exhibited the similar presentational difficulties.
A cartographic problem clearly arose at interchange stations as
there was a choice as to the colour to be used. This was got
round by showing the usual station blob in the colour of one
line, and surrounding it with a larger blob in the colour of the

Fig. 2
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other (though Bank needed to show three colours with an intermediate ring). This time the symbol was referred to in the
key as meaning ‘Interchanging Station’. The interchanging
symbol was not used for any non-tube interchanges. It is difficult to know who designed it this way but the map was produced by George Philip & son and it was probably they who
came up with the approach, perhaps to the direction of the
Evening News. The map, incidentally, is produced on a simplified street base and shows connecting tramway services.
In 1907 the UERL Group was not yet commercially successful
and was saddled with the enormous debt needed to construct
or rejuvenate its railways. The services were not heavily used
and much more vigorous marketing was felt necessary. As part
of this an agreement was made with the other independent
Underground railways to push the advantages of the Underground as a whole and some joint publicity was necessary.
This in turn gave rise to a need for a joint map of the railways.
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The Evening News’s concept of showing each line, with its
own self-contained service group, in a unique colour was helpful to the public and evidently made an immediate impression
on those responsible for publicity within the Underground
Group. The consequence was an Underground Map which in
its essential elements followed the Evening News style though
some significant changes were necessary, partly to incorporate the Metropolitan and District Lines that had been ignored
on the earlier map.
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Significantly the ‘blob and ring’ symbol was retained but the
key referred to it as a ‘subway’ connection (between lines) thus
making the nature of the interchange to which the symbol reW:\WORK\InfoDesignUndMapV9_1.docx Created on 30/06/2012 17:13:00 Last printed 30/06/2012 17:15:00 (5)

Fig. 4
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ferred unambiguous. One can infer from the placing of noninterchange station blobs very close to each other that interchange between lines was not too difficult, and such an arrangement is obvious at Baker Street, Moorgate, Notting Hill
Gate, Uxbridge Road / Shepherds Bush, Holborn / British Museum and each station Hammersmith to South Kensington.
This was not really very helpful to passengers; in interchange
quality terms some were efficient ‘within station’ connections,
some involved a journey via the ticket hall (but were still not
difficult) but others (shown the same) involved a 100 yard hike
up the road. It is perhaps worthy of note that connecting
tramway services are shown, as is the Waterloo & City, which
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was not part of the joint marketing scheme but was clearly a
rapid-transit type service Londoners found of use.
Ignoring for one moment any views that passengers might
have held, it is evident that from the cartographer’s viewpoint
there are some difficulties. In particular it is obvious that where
lines cross at an angle it is easy to show an interchange symbol, but where lines are parallel with one another then they
must be made artificially to converge or the ‘blobs’ cannot
show an interchange. Figure 4 (on previous page, from 1908)
shows an example of this phase.
This leads to unfortunate results at Old Street (where there

Fig. 5
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was good interchange, but one wouldn’t think it) and at Baker
Street, which was a booking hall interchange vastly superior to
the hike at Edgware Road, though the cartography disguises
the fact.
These shortcomings soon led to an updated version (Fig. 5, below) which enlarged the blobs or made other adjustments so
that ‘parallel’ interchanges (which were the ones with the problems) could be better dealt with. This dates from 1908/9.
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Enlarging the ‘blobs’ was really not an elegant solution and
was for some reason avoided between Barons Court and
South Kensington, none of which was any more difficult an interchange than at Baker Street, but are discouraged on the map. Hammersmith, curiously, is
now shown as a subway interchange between
District and Piccadilly, though no subway was
involved (it was a bridge) and the mechanics
were identical to Barons Court. King’s Cross
(Metropolitan) is not shown as subway interchange though a lengthy and tortuous subway
was provided by the Metropolitan, at some expense.
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Probably because of the various interchange
shortcomings already discussed it seems that
some of the issues around interchange portrayal were rethought and within a year the interchange symbols were changed (see Fig.6
from 1909, below). Non-interchange stations
were still shown as a blob but where interchange was possible an open circle was shown
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instead. Where a convenient subway
was provided then depending on
Fig. 6
whether lines crossed at a convenient angle or were ‘parallel’ interchanges were either shown with a
single circle divided into two colours
(as Oxford Circus) or separate but
adjacent circles were shown, connected by an open link, where lines
were parallel or there was another
cartographic complication (as Baker
Street and King’s Cross). Of course,
to the passenger the use of two different symbols meaning the same thing was not helpful. A
century later this cartographic complication is still regarded as
unavoidable. This updated map also extended the subwayquality interchange information to main line stations served by
the Underground, the main lines being shown as a rectangular
box rather than as a circle but the other rules being applied
consistently. The use of open circles (as at Baker Street) between Hammersmith and South Kensington at last indicated
that some sort of interchange was possible between District
and Piccadilly, and was the opportunity to drop the not-quiteright ‘subway interchange’ symbol at Hammersmith.
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This simplicity was easy to capture on the
Evening News map (in Fig. 3) but did not
unfortunately apply to the Metropolitan
and District Lines which the combined
Underground Group map (Figs. 3-5) now incorporated. It was
(for example) at this time impossible to travel from Portland
Road to St John’s Wood Road without changing at Baker
Street, which the maps fail to show. Nor was it usually possible to travel from (say) Barons Court to High Street Kensington
without changing at Earl’s Court. There were various other examples where the train services that were actually operated
required change of train in order to complete a journey on just
one line.
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An information design issue wholly ignored at the time and
largely ignored since was that of attempting to show how train
services at one station related to those at another. On the tube
lines trains generally ran from one end to the other so that any
train serving (say) Trafalgar Square on the Bakerloo would also
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serve Edgware Road; by the reverse of
the same logic no train serving British
Museum could serve Russell Square because it was on a different line. The
Hampstead line had two northern
branches but the cartography implies correctly that a train from one branch could
not serve the other and a change at Camden Town was a necessity.

The emerging problem was that the character of the Metropolitan and District lines was quite different from that of the tubes
and their incorporation on a single map generated a problem.
The Metropolitan (and to an extent the District) consisted of
different train services overlaid on each other. In this respect
they were a little like main line railways whose train service
patterns were not amenable to tube style mapping treatment.
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Here we have a map mixing the two irreconcilable concepts.
Complication further abounded with other operators running
trains over these lines, the London Tilbury and Southend railway ran trains to and from Ealing Broadway, the Great Western
to and from Aldgate, and so on. Treatment was simple: they
were just ignored, and a useful passenger facility was hidden.
On the other hand it may be seen from figure 4 that on these
maps, for the first time, some railways ‘overlap’ each other (for
example High Street Kensington to South Kensington). This is
the inevitable consequence of each constituent railway company wanting to show as its own jointly owned or jointly
worked lines. What passengers were supposed to make of it
doesn’t seem to have been recorded; at none of the extremities of any overlapping sections did either companies’ trains
necessarily terminate, and the apparent District service between Earl’s Court and Uxbridge Road is pure fiction — and to
show a District service from High Street Kensington to
Gloucester Road is questionable. In fairness the District had an
effective system of electric train indicators so that passengers
had help having got onto the system, but it was the only line to
have them then. In particular, the insistence of showing ownership boundaries rather than service groups completely hides
the existence of the Inner Circle service – today’s Circle Line.
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In short this period demonstrates considerable inconsistency
in the way information is both selected and portrayed for
communication to the public, with the simple concept formulated to deal with the tubes being less satisfactory for the sub
surface lines. At the heart of this inconsistency is the issue of
the ownership of the rights to run trains and of the control of
W:\WORK\InfoDesignUndMapV9_1.docx Created on 30/06/2012 17:13:00 Last printed 30/06/2012 17:15:00 (8)

the real estate, rather than how complex service patterns
might be reduced to something helpful to passengers. Nevertheless the map had an appeal as a much-needed and portable
marketing tool (a theme returned to later) and needs to be
viewed in the context of other information made available to
the public in terms of publicity and signage; there were also
then many more staff to give information. The issue around
train service patterns within a line recurs at intervals later, but
attempts to improve on the above have at best been desultory.
Nevertheless, the map looked nice and could be carried about
conveniently and it made the network look simple — indeed it
made it appear to be a network. In that respect it did its job
well and one should not be too critical of the shortcomings of
a product very much better than its forebears.
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It is not fruitful to dwell in detail on the maps produced subsequent to the above style, which seems to have lasted until
about 1910. Suffice to say that until the First World War a variety of different maps emerged and they retained a discrete
street base map (only in some cases showing the main line
railways), the Underground lines retained individual colours
and although station markers varied the use of multi-coloured
interchange circles was retained. But interchanges were not
consistently shown where lines were not parallel. One map
just gives up altogether and hopes proximity denotes interchange possibilities; another manages to use sufficiently large
interchange circles to get over the problem. In terms of information design there are no new features, and some of the better features were temporarily abandoned. There are several
different publishers during this period (mainly Johnson Riddle
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and George Philip) and one is tempted to contemplate whether
or not each publisher’s style and preferences had at least as
much to do with evolving map design as anything emanating
from the UERL. It is perhaps worth noting the Waterloo & City
Line disappears from any of the maps quite quickly and reappears spasmodically, and that on a few maps the London,
Brighton & South Coast Railway’s overhead electric services
are given special treatment. There seems to be genuine vacillation about whether the developing map is a rapid-transit map
of high frequency electric services or a tool to publicise just
UERL and associated lines, this assuming the matter had been
given any significant thought at all.
During the First World War, and perhaps because of it, the Underground Map was printed in just three colours. Figure 7 from
1915-6 shows an example. The base map was in grey and
showed main roads and main line railways, the Underground
Group lines were in blue or green (depending on edition) and
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Fig. 6

Fig. 7
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the Metropolitan Railway lines in pink. By then the UERL had
taken over the remaining independent lines, except for the
Great Northern & City which went to the Metropolitan. Station
symbols reverted to solid ‘blobs’ in the appropriate line colour
and interchanges were shown as open circles. Where interchanges involved a walk between stations then adjacent but
unconnected circles were shown (as at Notting Hill Gate), an
example of what might be term an ‘implied’ or ‘awkward’ interchange – though this was not the first map to present this effect. Where interchange was ‘within station’ then white
connectors were shown between the circles, as in Figure 5. As
usual this was only required where interchanges were not on
lines that crossed at an angle, where one circle sufficed. It
must be said that despite the presentation of interchanges this
map was a retrograde step in design terms and there was
considerable ambiguity in determining which line went where
(the distinction between District and Piccadilly west of South
Kensington exemplifies the problem, though it also looks as
though one can travel from Goodge Street to City Road without a change, which ambiguity was surely avoidable.
After the war the first maps were still subject to printing restrictions that affected the use of colour. Five ‘spot’ colours
were printed on a near useless base map that showed only a
road layout, but no roads were actually named. As there were
ten lines some colours were used more than once by using a
different line style. It is at this point that some familiar line colours begin to emerge (black for part of the Northern, Green for
District, Red for Central, Blue for Piccadilly and Brown for Bakerloo). The convention of solid blob for stations with open cir-
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cles for interchanges was retained. Where lines crossed at an
angle the circle was now only a single colour but parallel interchanges had to be guessed. The loss of the white connecting
links was seriously retrograde but may have been unavoidable
given the very poor printing quality of the map. The diminishing
important of the street base is significant. Once considered
critical as a means of identifying station locations the base is
becoming redundant as the map takes on what is now considered the more important role of showing how one gets about
having got onto the network. The problem of finding a station
in the first place is now ignored, as is the problem of how to
find the best station to aim for to conclude a journey, but maps
of the vicinity around a station start to appear to help guide
passengers having arrived at a station who then need exact
details of where to go next.
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From 1924 a variety of large format maps were produced for
the Underground Group. At first they were mere refinements
of the map just described and retained the same principles,
but later maps emerged in a wide range of diverse and everchanging styles. These do not seem to have resulted in radical
improvement from an information design point of view and because of their inconsistencies are not further considered. The
main story continues with the small format pocket maps.
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In 1921 the Map was increased to six colours (the Metropolitan
became purple) and the design was improved. As part of this,
interchange links were re-introduced but printing quality remained so poor that they were virtually invisible. It wasn’t until
1922 when improved paper rectified the problem. These maps
were still geographical but were no longer produced on a base
map nor showed main line railways. Interchange blobs were
provided where there was main line interchange. This was confusing. For example, Westbourne Park met no other Underground line but had an interchange circle, so interchange with
the main line might be inferred (the key didn’t help). On the
other hand there was an interchange circle at Ealing Broadway
which might reasonably be thought to suggest interchange between District and Central. How would one know there was a
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main line there? (An information box does refer to tram interchange there, but doesn’t mention the Great Western Railway).
Another small point about these post war maps was that lines
operated jointly with the Metropolitan were now only shown as
District. Hardly surprising as the latter was contributing to the
cost of the maps but the Met was not (the Met by now had
their own entirely different map designs).
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THE LONDON UNDERGROUND DIAGRAM
The next significant step was in 1925 when the first of a series
of card maps appeared, drawn by F.H. Stingemore (Figure 8).
Still geographical they lacked a street base map (which would
have been nonsensical at this size) and made no reference to
the existence of main line railways other than at the London
termini (where the railway was denoted by its initials). Perhaps
because of the small size and the difficulties of registration of
spot colour, white links between interchanges were not used.
The convention was coloured blobs for stations, open coloured

circles for interchanges with single circles where a pair of lines
crossed at an angle, and adjacent circles elsewhere. The use
of unconnected circles for both so-called parallel interchanges
(as at Baker Street) and for not-close interchanges (as Warren
Street to Euston Square) might be thought to have been exceedingly unhelpful. Perhaps matters were further complicated
by showing (for example) Bayswater as an interchange (but not
Queens Road, with which it was presumably paired), Russell
Square (with what?) and Aldwych, but not Temple; each of
these came off somewhat later. A new feature was to show
single line interchanges at stations where passengers might
have needed to change between different branches on the
same line, as at Ealing Common, Acton Town and Turnham
Green. Interchanges were also shown at odd main line stations
(for example, Kentish Town) though these were impossible to
differentiate from the Ealing Common variety (and main line
interchanges were not shown consistently).
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Fig 8
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The style continued unchanged until about 1929 when station
names, hitherto in black, turned into their own line colours (a
much earlier practice). The reason does not seem to have been
recorded but given the large number of station names
crammed into the central area it was probably a means better
to associate the name with the correct station blob. Fig. 8, below, is an example of this style from 1932.
There was one, but only one, very significant cartographic development. The extension of the Piccadilly Line west of Hammersmith presented a problem of how best it might be shown.
It was to operate a fast service to Acton Town then share the
Hounslow and South Harrow branches with the District.
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fice (with Stingemore), and the diagram, seemingly a useful
Stingemore opted to show the Piccadilly separately from the
development, was perpetuated by the newly formed London
District, as a parallel line with its own station blobs: the same
Transport which came into being in July 1933.
style, in fact, as was used already between South Kensington
and Hammersmith. As the Piccadilly was to
share the same tracks and platforms as the
Fig. 8
District on the South Harrow line this was
not altogether an ideal way of presenting the
information and on the face of things it is
not the most helpful approach. However it
was planned to withdraw the District service
to South Harrow so this approach might
have been regarded as temporary. On the
other hand the District’s service from Putney
to Edgware Road completely disappears
from view north of High Street Kensington
(the property boundary with the Metropolitan) so the inconsistency of approach to
these issues is marked.
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Very early in 1933 the Underground Group
experimented with a diagrammatic version
of the map where the residual curves of
various Underground lines were straightened to vertical, horizontal or 45 degree angles, though in strict mapping terms the
Stingemore ‘maps’ were really diagrams
having long since lost most features that any
respectable map would incorporate. The
new design was drawn (in his spare time) by
Henry Beck, who worked in the drawing of-
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In recent years rather more has been said about Beck’s diagram than is perhaps warranted by the facts, and without any
intention of diminishing any credit that may be due there is no
intention of replicating this publishing frenzy here. In strict information design terms the contribution was that in redrawing
the existing ‘map’ as a diagram it was possible to overcome
some cartographic difficulties and by so doing make some areas of the design clearer. In particular it was possible, in effect,
to distort the scale to increase the central London area at the
expense of the suburbs. By this means the density of stations

was made more even across the diagram which made presentation somewhat clearer and made the central London area
much less dense; although stations remained in the colour of
the line with which they are associated. Furthermore it was
now possible to position the central London station names
(which tend to be quite long) in a way where they didn’t have
to be split or cross a line—though to avoid ambiguity—
Farringdon breaks this rule and to maintain cartographic accuracy (on a diagram be it noted) so does Paddington.
Fig 9
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The first diagram is shown in part in the website
introduction to this article, together with some
observations. It was evidently felt not satisfactory as with a year it was superseded by the
superficially similar (but in fact quite different)
version shown here, as Figure 9 (on left).
Of course, diagrams had long been used on the
trains themselves as maps would have been
nonsense, so to an extent this was just part of
the long and ill-recorded process of harmonizing
the cartography. In terms of any other information design features it must be said that the earlier (Stingemore) conventions were adopted
with few exceptions. One significant exception
was the replacement of station blobs late during the gestation of the diagram, lightening the
effect, though (except on the very first edition
where a diamond shape was used) open circles
continued to be used at interchanges.

© M.A.C. Horne 2004, 2012 (Version 9.1)

The downside of a diagrammatic map is, of course, that the
underlying geography of London is distorted. In most cases
this may not matter very much but the Stingemore map did
convey a sense of proximity between (to name a few examples) Lancaster Gate and Paddington, North Acton and Harlesden, Finchley Road and Hampstead that is helpful as they are
within walking distance; the alternative by Underground would
in each case take much longer. On the whole we are encouraged to think that the diagrammatic map is an improvement on
its predecessors. It probably is, but it must not be forgotten
that in distorting geography it has irretrievably distorted people’s perception of what the real London looks like, and in ignoring all other means of public transport it is often regarded
as the only means of getting about. There really are people
who will travel from Finchley Road to Golders Green by Underground because it looks easy, while one of several frequent
buses would do the job in less than a quarter of the time and
at much lower cost. It might be noted that on Underground
maps of this and most other periods there is no reference to
the existence of buses and trams, let alone maps of their networks, and the converse is largely true, though on those geographic maps at least Underground stations are mentioned
where on a bus or tram route.
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District trains to Edgware Road or the Metropolitan’s circle
trains on the south side of the Circle. Suffice to say, when the
Piccadilly got to Uxbridge the presentation was in the same
style as Hounslow. However for some strange reason Rayners
Lane was not shown as an interchange, though it was surely
identical in topographical terms to Ealing Common. There is
unlikely to have been any great strategic significance in any of
this — it was simply one man’s attempt to build upon an
equally haphazard past.
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By this time it might be noted the South Harrow line has transferred to the Piccadilly, but compare and contrast the treatment of the Hounslow branch, which appears as two railways,
with the geographically identical Uxbridge Line where the residual District shuttle to South Harrow is apparently a Metropolitan service — and still we do not see any admission of
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On the folder maps this style remained unchanged in its essential elements until the end of 1938 when redesign was
necessary to accommodate a host of new extensions that
were being built. However the quad-royal poster maps were
more amenable to innovation and in 1935 Beck was prevailed
upon to employ diamond shaped symbols for interchanges,
with the station name inside (see Figure 10 on next page). It is
not entirely clear what the problem was to which this formula
was the answer: any benefit gained by making more obvious
the existence of interchange was lost by the tiny size to which
the station name had to be reduced to fit the diamond (made
worse by the affectation of including the quite unnecessary
word “station” in the same cramped space). The number of interchanges shown was reduced from about 55 (it depended
how one counts them) to just 22, which hardly seems an improvement. Stations like Ealing Broadway and South Kensington appear to lack interchanges, while Whitechapel is shown
as one which must surely be of low importance given through
services still operated. A new feature is the abutting terminal
arrangements seen here for the first time at Addison Road and

© M.A.C. Horne 2004, 2012 (Version 9.1)

Fig 11. Interchange map
on reverse of main
diagram

Fig 10

Hainault (though interchange is only mildly implied). This is
stranger than it might seem as there actually was no District
service to Addison Road until 1946, though the LMS provided
trains between Earl’s Court and Willesden Junction; nothing
from the Earl’s Court direction actually terminated at Addison
Road.

triguing differences). It
was hardly a particularly
spectacular
enlargement but does
benefit from showing
the main line interchanges not otherwise shown on the
map face. Because of
the differing provenance of the front and
back maps it is perhaps less than helpful
that some of the interchanges shown on
the face of the map
are not shown as such
on the reverse, such
as Notting Hill Gate
(this latter point was
corrected on the post
War versions).

This style of map was impossible to impose on the pocket version though it did lead before and after the Second World War
to the deployment of an enlargement of the central area on the
map reverse that was based on the quad royal style (with in-

Fig 12. No. 1 1938 diagram showing part of
area also covered by interchange diagram
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Before leaving the pre-war Beck maps it is
worth briefly noting a further inconsistency in
the way interchanges depict actuality Whitechapel and the near-identical Earl’s Court
make the point. At Earl’s Court (top) trains
from West Kensington and from West
Brompton actually converge on Earl’s Court
from the west and share platforms before
splitting to go to
High
Street
or
Gloucester
Road
(and either could go
to each). This is not which is implied
by the cartography. The same cartography is used at Whitechapel where
one line goes beneath the other, interchange was then very awkward (a
subway was added later), and all trains
were confined to the direct route implied. As earlier, this in not to be interpreted as unduly critical of the design,
but it was an information design opportunity not addressed for another
quarter-century.
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formation design principles, not one entirely new innovation
from this period making it through to the present day diagram.
These have been included in this research not because it is
seeking to be a complete history but mainly because these diversions illustrate the attempts made to deal with a few thorny
issues that still lack resolution.
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The first notable contribution here (from 1941) is shown below.
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DIVERSIONS
Between the start of the Second World
War and 1959 there was a succession
of maps that tested a number of inW:\WORK\InfoDesignUndMapV9_1.docx Created on 30/06/2012 17:13:00 Last printed 30/06/2012 17:15:00 (16)
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Most of the changes are entirely self-evident, notably the 60degree (rather than 45-degree) slants. Every interchange comprises interlocking rings, one per line, which at least has the
merit of consistency. Sadly only 28 of them are shown; why,
for example, Hammersmith is shown but not Acton Town we
can only guess at. The Earl’s Court conundrum referred to earlier has been rectified though. The most bizarre feature of the
map is understood to have arisen from pressure from the railway operations department to show (in its correct line colour)
each station name on each line. Hitherto a station name was
given once and at interchanges could, on an arbitrary basis,
only be in the correct colour for one of the alternative lines —
see Baker Street on Fig 12, which is in Bakerloo Line colours
though serving the Metropolitan. Beck addressed the problem
by duplicating (and in some cases triplicating) names at every
station served by more than one line. To adhere to the instruction where lines ran parallel was nonsense enough (see between Finchley Road and Wembley Park), but where space
was tight and it was necessary to put alternate names on opposite sides of the line (to close up the type) then the only answer was to draw two parallel but unconnected railways. The
portrayal of the Uxbridge branch this way is extremely unsatisfactory given the trains share the tracks and platforms. Who
would guess Rayners Lane was an interchange? In passing, it
might be noted that while the double terminal symbol is retained at Hainault it has disappeared from Addison Road
(though services from each direction had in fact ceased because of bombing).
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The map may be eccentric from several perspectives, but it
has one enormous advantage. It makes it a lot easier to position the horizontal station names. There are those who think
the more steeply inclined lines impart an impression of speed,
but this is straying into territory that I definitely do not wish to
pursue just now!
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There then followed a series of maps that restored 45-degree
diagonals and smaller interchange circles but retained the fad
for separate names for each line, which therefore continued to
require the duplication or triplication of names, multiple station
circles and other unhelpful peculiarities. It made the central
area look quite unnecessarily cluttered.
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From 1946 the operating department evidently accepted that if
all station names were in black then all this duplication could
be avoided. The main consequence, other than the removal of
duplicate names, was the ability to shift both the lines to
Hounslow and those to Uxbridge closer together and in some
obvious relationship. Multiple interchange circles were retained, each in its line colour, though none was shown at
Rayners Lane or Ealing Common (but was now shown at Acton
Town).
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A completely redrawn map appeared in 1949 though the main
design principles were unchanged. The main difference was
the slight increase in interchanges by dealing with the omissions at Ealing Common and Rayners Lane (but not Ealing
Broadway which, while not ideal in those days) was no worse
at that time than Notting Hill Gate. Unfortunately the strong
rectilinear approach not only restored the unhelpful portrayal at
Earl’s Court but on black and white versions of the map (which

© M.A.C. Horne 2004, 2012 (Version 9.1)

were quite common) it looked as though one could travel from
Watford Junction to Wimbledon. A minor improvement was
the introduction of the white line interconnectors at interchanges (last seen in the 1920s), though indifferent print registration somewhat diminished the effect on the folder versions.
It was quite possibly the appalling ability to show different colours in register at that time which encouraged this design. A
grid appeared in 1955 and from that point onwards a station
index appeared on the map reverse.

THE PRESENT DESIGN
In 1959 Harold Hutchison introduced his well-known but shortlived ‘angular’ design of Underground diagram; part of the design principle was a new symbol for an interchange with main
line railways, almost never done previously, and while the
symbols have changed the principle has endured. The principle
now was to denote all interchanges with the main lines with
one symbol (a black open square) and between Underground
lines alone with a different symbol (a black open circle).
Hutchison’s design also reintroduced the principle of lines crossing at an angle using only
one circle (or square) while multiple circles (or
squares) were used elsewhere.
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It is probably worth a brief resume here about
the position where train service patterns
within a line meant it wasn’t always possible
to travel from one station to another without a
change, something alluded to as a complication even in 1907. By the 1950s the matter
was somewhat worse. The Metropolitan
worked as three completely independent sections and even then the main line section only
worked through to Aldgate during the peaks.
The District ran mainly in the form of two independent sections, and even the Northern
had fixed service patterns (for example Mill
Hill East was only served by Charing Cross
trains). These complications had arisen for
reasons entirely of history yet no attempt was

© M.A.C. Horne 2004, 2012 (Version 9.1)

made to rationalize the position, to the puzzlement of passengers who couldn’t understand why the Circle Line had been
singled out for special treatment (it was only a service grouping on the Metropolitan) while the Edgware Road–Putney line
(to give just one example) was lumped in with the rest of the
District although it was entirely self contained.
The ‘Garbutt’ style of 1964 — which in its essential elements is
still the current one — continued to apply many of the conventions introduced or re-introduced by Hutchison, notwithstand-

ing the much smoother map design. The differentiation of
main line interchanges was retained, but the ugly squares had
no place on the new map and were initially replaced by a circle
with a dot in it. Later editions showed main line interchanges
denoted merely by the British Rail double arrow symbol by the
station name, but commanded no separate interchange circle.
Recent editions have introduced an interchange circle as well,
but all this may well be a result of confusion about the conventions used as much as deliberate design policy. The single/double interchange circle policy continued though special
arrangements were made at King’s Cross and
Paddington because cartographically the matter
could not be dealt with according to the conventions.
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The conventions were broken when the Victoria
line had to be shown from 1968. The central
area of the map had been enlarged (at the expense of the suburbs) and it seems that the Victoria Line was extremely awkward to
accommodate. Thus extra dumbbells appeared
at Green Park, Warren Street, and Euston that
ought not to have been necessary otherwise.
From 1973 the map was redrawn to avoid these
infractions, except possibly at Warren Street
where the cartographic difficulty is all too obvious. The arrival of the Jubilee Line in 1979 was
also accommodated within the conventions, as
Figure 10 shows.
Subsequent maps still attempted to follow the
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conventions. However variations have crept in. From 1985, for
example, the Hammersmith & City Line station at Paddington
followed the Hammersmith principle where an interchange circle was used that was not connected to the lines with which
interchange is implied (it being a very inconvenient interchange). This subtlety was not covered by the key and although it has endured this has by no means been consistent,
probably because LUL itself doesn’t comprehend the subtlety.
This map also corrected the inelegant treatment of the Victoria
Line between Euston and Warren Street, though a twin dumbbell interchange symbol was retained at the latter because of
the spacing demanded by the need to cross the Metropolitan
with which there was no interchange; this was the only example of lines crossing at an angle where more than one circle
was used.

A significant change was made in [1990] when the Hammersmith & City and the East London Lines were shown in unique
colours rather than as part of the Metropolitan, correcting a
long standing issue, referred to earlier. That the same logic did
not prevail on the District’s Edgware Road service is probably
because the colour changes were rather more to meet the
demands of the managers in the new line-based management
structure than to meet the Information Design needs of the
public (the H&C and East London Lines now had separate
management structures, while the District was within one
structure).
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The 1988 diagram introduced conventional interchange symbols at Hammersmith and Paddington, and between Bank and
Monument. These were joined in 1990 by an apparent interchange between Tower Hill and Tower Gateway (and at Shadwell and at Bow Road/Bow Church), each of which involved a
walk between different stations. From 1997 Paddington was
redrawn to show the Hammersmith & City as lacking any interchange with the Bakerloo and District stations, but the other
awkward interchanges remained unscathed. This was altered
in 2001, together with Hammersmith, to the pre 1988 position
of unconnected ‘implied’ interchange (but not at the equally
inconvenient DLR interchanges which stayed unchanged). Also
from 2001, and for obvious cartographic convenience, the
Bakerloo Line was shifted to the south of the Hammersmith &

t-

City in the Edgware Road area, for the first time moving a line
into a geographically incorrect relation to neighbouring lines.
Another change at this time was to introduce circular interchange symbols at stations with main line interchange, this did
make them clearer.
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An area of the map that has given rise to some indecisive attention is Earl’s Court, where a certain lack of consistency is
evident. The initiator of all this was the Olympia branch, which
was at first shown as any other branch of the District, but with
a note indicating Olympia was only served during exhibitions
(trains variously originated from Earl’s Court, High Street Kensington or Edgware Road). At some point in the 1970s train
services, for purely operational reasons, usually started from
High Street Kensington, thus creating a self contained shuttle.
This was soon identified as an opportunity to show the service
separately from the rest of the District and the result is shown
below.

© M.A.C. Horne 2004, 2012 (Version 9.1)

During the 1980s it was decided to operate an all day
service to Olympia so it was
no longer necessary to
show it differently from the
rest of the District Line.
What was actually done
was simply to alter the broken line to a solid line as
shown on the left (middle).
This had the happy result
that it clearly indicated the
Olympia service only operated to High Street Kensington, but was a unique
example of showing an individual service group this
way; it probably ended up
like this only because it was
easier to alter the artwork.
Indeed it was but a year before this helpful feature was
expunged and Olympia was
shown ‘normally’ as shown
on the right (lower). It is important to understand the
only trains serving Olympia
start at High Street Kensington, and, by the way, trains from
Edgware Road only serve the Wimbledon branch.
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In due course someone
sought to grasp the nettle in
trying to portray this arrangement on the map. The
result is shown (on the left)
on its first appearance in
2002. This is not an elegant
solution and would seem to
exchange one source of confusion with a different one.
One cannot, for example, go by direct train from Edgware
Road to Olympia (there were also a few trains from the Hammersmith direction to High Street Kensington). In reality the
Edgware Road-Wimbledon service is entirely self-contained
and would benefit in being shown as such.
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This series of maps also shows some interesting changes to
the way interchanges are shown. It suddenly became the practice to show main line interchanges with an interchange symbol (as at Olympia). On the other hand stations which had been
interchanges lose that status, for example Barons Court and,
more pertinently, High Street Kensington. These changes are
widespread and in many cases to not look well thought
through. It may, of course, merely be accident caused by
change of supplier. However, attempts have been made to
show the non-stop patterns on the Metropolitan but the practicalities have so far defeated attempts to produce a satisfactory
and simple design. It should be noted that there is considerable divergence between the way interchanges and service
groups are shown as between the diagram, the information
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provided by the on-train diagrams, and the information maps
on stations.
Occasionally things happen through simple lack of knowledge.
In 1999 the North London Line (which had been put on the
map in Greater London Council days) and cross-London
Thameslink were omitted. This, it seems, was not entirely deliberate and in due course the North London Line reappeared
(but not Thameslink). However, the GN Electrics line from
Finsbury Park to Moorgate also came off, was not put back,
and is still off. It was part of the agreement when BR took over
this line in 1975 that it would still be portrayed as part of the
Underground, so its omission is regrettable, and quite possibly
not deliberate.
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On the whole, though, the principles set out by Stingemore
and his colleagues in the 1920s continue to endure.
A few words should be said about Black & White maps, as
many versions of the colour map have had to be kept available
for monochrome use where colour is not practicable. Monochrome maps may be found as far back as the first map where
line colours were used. One would think that knowing maps
and diagrams are going to be used in monochrome form
would influence the design so that confusion could be
avoided, but where this happens it seems to be mere accident.
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The first illustration is a variant of the Stingemore map, from
1926 (top of next page). This map works reasonably well, but
there are three or four locations where one can follow one line
into a densely packed area and come out on a different line.
The need for it to work in B&W does not seem to have been
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addressed. Actually there is no mention of discrete lines at all,
so we don’t really know what anyone makes of it. The second
illustration, an early Beck, is shown beneath (still on last page).
This works very well in B&W and there doesn’t seem to be any
confusion or ambiguity created by use of monochrome that
was not present on colour version. There is possibly an issue
around a few station names (eg Tottenham Court Road) where
loss of colour has not been helpful, but this is fairly minor.
The third illustration (below) also seems to work, with the possible reservation that one is tempted to imagine there is a Watford to Wimbledon line unless one concentrates on what is
happening at Paddington.
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With the next diagram (1960), below, one hardly knows where
to start. A look at Aldgate and some of the surrounding stations reveals an information disaster area where I don’t think
one can be certain what goes where, not helped by inconsistent application of the rule with such a map that a line must
exit an interchange (usually) at same angle as entry (as at
King’s Cross); the opposite happens at Liverpool Street. One
can only guess at what line is which. Aldgate itself is appallingly shown. This diagram does work in colour, but not B&W.
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Beck’s first diagram suggests the names are easier
to read. Of course the system was much smaller
then, and since the size of the printed diagram has
not changed much it is obviously much less cluttered in the 1930s, aiding ability to read. However,
since then, the text has been swapped with upper
and lower case lettering where the actual letter
height is smaller. Close investigation shows that, in
addition, the word lengths have been reduced
(whilst maintaining height), and this will tend to reduce readability. In addition, the corporate blue has
been adopted, slightly reducing contrast. The use
of grey zonal banding has further reduced contrast
of some stations. The outcome is that even people
with normal sight would find the current lettering
less easy to read than hitherto. Some variants of
recent maps (but not the current one) have used
even smaller type with notes, virtually impossible to
read by anyone.
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The diagram above appears to acknowledge that the previous
monochrome attempt was less than satisfactory and has introduced unique line fills so that individual lines may be distinguished, allowing return of a key. It must be admitted that the
result is better, but is still less than clear in the more congested areas.
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For a diagram likely to be used by people whilst out and about,
it might be thought the type rather small. Since Beck’s first design, the cap-height of the station names (height of the capital
letters) has been between 1 and 1.1mm, but a quick glance at
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Finally, just a quick comment about the current wheelchair
symbols. These are obviously well intentioned but are deployed at both interchange and non interchange stations, and
where used at the former they replace the normal interchange
circle. This introduced occasional doubt about interchanges.
For example, is Shepherd’s Bush an interchange? Caledonian
Road? Westminster? The current map seems to be operating
at the edge of what it can portray clearly.
Design inconsistency should always be avoided and perhaps
one should just make a quick remark about London
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Edgware Road issue: if this service is to remain
entirely independent, why not show it as such?
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Overground, where the principles of display differ from that
used for London Underground. Principally, why is it (with one
exception) that each clearly differentiated service offer on the
Underground is a different colour (a ‘Line’) while the three independent service offers on the Overground are all shown in
precisely the same way (all orange cased)? There doesn’t seem
to be any particular reason why three line different (but cognate) line styles could not be used. The argument is that the
same rules should be used throughout, making the passenger’s job easier. Surely it is also time to tidy up the Wimbledon-
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